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Plant cited
for San Jose
toxic spill

Fatigued

By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
Plans for SJSU to obtain five
houses used by San Jose Job Corps
have been put on hold while Congress
deliberates President Ronald Reagan’s proposed budget for fiscal 1986.
The budget proposal calls for the federally -funded youth training program to be wiped out nationally.
SJSU became interested in the
houses near campus when plans for
building a Job Corps campus in the
Alum Rock area began in October.
Three of the houses are on South
11th and San Antonio streets and two
are on South 11th Street. SJSU would
possibly use the houses for student
housing by fall 1986 or spring 1987,
A.S. President Michael Schneider
said at the time.
SJSU cannot do anything until
the federal budget is approved, said
Harold Manson, special assistant to

By Sam Whim)
Daily staff writer
A San Jose barrel company has
been cited for causing a public nuisance by the Bay Area Air Quality
District following Wednesday night’s
acid spill near Spartan Stadium and
the Spartan Village.
The Lorentz Barrel and Drum
Co. could face a $1,000 fine, according
to Peter Hess, deputy air pollution
control officer. He said his department will review the response from
the Lorentz Co. and then turn the
case over to its legal division.
"We’re just waiting for the results," said Ernie Lorentz, owner of
the company. Lorentz said until he
receives the analysis of the spill from
IT Corp.. of Milpitas, he would not
have a comment about the citation.
Dave Bauer, vice president of
Environmental Affairs for IT Corp..
said the analysis could lake up to two
weeks to prepare.
"My understanding is that if was
hydrochloric acid." Bauer said.
"We want to make sure this does
not happen again," Hess said.
He said the district will review
the company’s response to the
charge. They will also review the
company’s records to see if they may

’It depends on the
landlords of the
houses over there.’
Harold Manson
assistant to the
executive vice president
the executive vice president and Job
Corps board of director member. He
added that SJSU will still attempt to
get the houses if Job Corps is discontinued or if a new campus is built in
Alum Rock.
"It depends on the landlords of
the houses over there." he said. "But
we will try to get the houses."
"The whole housing issue has
been around for 13 years," said Ken
Dugan, director of San Jose Job
Corps. "The housing questions will
not be answered now. We have to
wait and see what happens back in
Washington (D.C.)."
There are 107 Job Corps programs throughout the United States,
he said. The federally -funded program provides academic and vocational skills training, social skills deresidential
a
in
velopment
environment and preparation for
entry-level job placement to people
16 through 21 years of age.
Job Corps is still negotiating the
Alum Rock campus, but nothing concrAe has been done. Dugan said. If
Reagan’s proposed budget is approved, there will be no need to build
the other campus.
"It’s tough to call right now,"
Dugan said. "The opinion here is not
whether Reagan thinks Job Corps is
good or bad, but that you’ve got to
control the budget deficit."
The U.S. Senate Republican majority recently made a strong
statement not to cut Job Corp:,
Dugan said.
"We’re not comfortable, but se
are optimistic," he said.
Dugan said it would be a tough
battle for the next six months. He
plans to go to Washington D.C. in
March to inform budget committee
members about Job Corps.
The national Job Corps program
is 20 years old and San Jose Job
Corps has been in downtown San Jose
for 13 years.
San Jose Job Corps has been
working with Congressman Norm
Mineta, D-Calif., to try to build the
Alum Rock campus. While those
plans are on hold, Mineta is working
in Washington. D.C. to save the Job
Corps program, said Nina Santomieri, an aid to Mineta.
Mineta is drafting a letter to
President Reagan, listing what Job
Corps has done for San Jose, the
number of people it serves and how it
has been an outlet for those who
wouldn’t have had help otherwise,
she said.
"I understand there already is a
team in place to start dismantling
Job Corps," she said. "If the president gets his way, they would begin
disassembling right away."
Job Corps is run by private companies. San Jose Job Corps is run by
the Singer Co.
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Army ROTC cadets Stephanie Fox (left)
and Nancy Halmedia no, practice break -

Steve Alden Daily staff photographi,
jug down and reassembling machine
gulls during training. See story. page 4.

Pre-order diplomas in advance
By Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
Students will no longer have to
wait three to six months after graduation to get their diplomas in the
mail. For the first time in 15 years at
SJSU, students may pre-order their
diplomas and get them within one
month of graduation.
Feb. 22 is the deadline for applying for May graduation and is the last
day to pre-order diplomas.
After the deadline, the Admissions and Records office cannot guarantee students’ names will be submitted for pre-ordered diplomas.
Once the final grades are in, students
should get their diplomas, said Ed
Chambers, director of Admissions
and Records.
The new policy was started by

Chambers because it didn’t make
sense for students to wait up to six
months to get their diplomas, he said.
"That doesn’t make logical sense
tome," Chambers said.
One problem with turning in the
list in March instead of May is that
some students who plan to graduate.
don’t graduate.
"In March, 20 to 30 percent of the
people we think are going to graduate, don’t graduate," said Jim Hill,
director of logistical services.
If over 10 percent of the people on
the list don’t graduate. the Admissions and Records office must pay
more money to the printer for the
extra diplomas printed. The list must
be submitted to the printer by March
1, Hill said.
In the past when the diploma list

was turned into the printer in May, it
was 95 perceot correct, he said.
Students who apply for May
graduation and don’t meet the requirements for graduation will be
charged a $6 processing. fee for the
university to return the diploma.
Chambers said. It costs $17.50 to
apply for graduation.
If the diploma ordering program
doesn’t work because too many students don’t meet graduation requirements. Hill said, the cost of a diploma
could rise and the list could still continue to be turned in early.
Before students apply to the Admissions and Records office for graduation, they must first go to their department and get all department
classes cleared. Graduate students
can go to the graduate studies office.

Driver sought
after UPD chase
B:s Mark Turner
Daily staff writer
A Santa Clara County Transit bus
driver led university police and
frightened passengers on a wild
chase through downtown San Jose
Saturday afternoon before abandoning the bus in East San Jose.
Bus driver John Thompson never
returned to the County Transit depot
to pick up his car, and has not been
heard from since Saturday. said
County Transit security chief Gene
Simmons.
University Police Department officers James Garrett and Steven Gutierrez reported that they had been
trailing a bicycle-theft suspect Saturday morning when he boarded the
west -bound Route 22 bus at San Fernando Street between Third and
Fourth streets.
The officers placed a magnetic

Spartan Shops allocates surplus
By Kathy Keese)
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Shops Board of Directors voted unanimously to distribute $64,213 to the Recreation and
Events Center and $35,000 to the Associated Students general fund from
its unallocated surplus balance of the
1983-84 fiscal year.
Spartan Shops General Manager
Ed Zant said the use of surplus funds
varies from year to year. Some years
part of the funds go to the A.S. and
others are distributed among various
organizations, he said. He did not
know the reasons for this year’s deci-

sion. Dean of Student Services Robert Martin, who is chairman of the
unallocated surplus committee, was
not available for comment.
A.S. President Michael Schneider said that the A.S. had been pushing hard to get this money. The A.S.
plans to take a large amount of the
money and put it into a "revenue generating service," he said.
Schneider said the A.S. currently
receives its money from the $10 per
student -semester fee. This fee has
not been raised in over 20 years, he
said. But the operating costs of the
A.S. has increased. The "service"

would be established to make money
so that fees would not have to be
raised, Schneider said.
Tim Kincaid, A.S. director of
business affairs. said the plan is to
open a business with the funds and
then have the business operate on the
profits it makes.
"It has to be self-supporting."
Kincaid said, "hopefully it will make
a profit."
A "Business Study Committee"
has been formed to decide how the
money will be used. The committee
will consist of three students at large.
two board of directors at large. A S

Controller Sharon Olivier, A.S. Business Administrator Jean Lenart and
Kincaid.
The Committee met last week to
consider some ideas for a new business on SJSU and to review the preEarth Toys
sent A.S. businesses
and the Print Shop. Some examples
of businesses under consideration are
a hair salon, a VCR rental shop and a
tapes and records store.
Kincaid said that a poll will probably be taken around the campus to
see what students would be interested in having

SUBOD approves Rec Center donation
By Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
Money given to the Recreation
and Events Center by Splitrtan Shops
was not considered a conflict of interest at the Student Union Board of Directors meeting Tuesday.
Spartan Shops gave $64,213 of its
unallocated operating surplus to the
Rec Center fund. SUBOD voted 11-1-0
to write a letter to Spartan Shops
thanking them for the money.
SUBOD member Larry Dougherty said giving the money to the
Rec Center is a conflict of interest because if Spartan Shops bids to contract for services in the center, it

could be considered before another
group that did not donate money
"It means more money for them
(Spartan Shops) if they use the Rec
Center space," Dougherty said.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett said
"there are no strings attached" to the
money and that Spartan Shops may
he a bidder to use Rec Center space
The center is scheduled to open in
early 1988.
Last year, Spartan Shops gave
$100,000 to the Rec Center fund. Since
Spartan Shops is a non-profit organization, it plans to make a 3 percent
profit every year and anything Over

that is given back to the university in
some way.
SUBOD Chairman Jeff Coughlan
said the 4164,213 that is in the Rey
Center fund will be held by Spartan
Shops, until construction begins.
Coughlan said the money situation
that Spartan Shops has created
"looks very positive." Barrett said
ground breaking for the project will
begin in March 1986.
Dougherty said the bidding of the
project conflicts with financial backing Spartan Shops has given the Rec
Center.
"They (Spartan Shops) have already negotiated this thing under the

have been negligent when they were
handling the barrels, he said.
In addition to the fine, the district
could file either civil or criminal
complaints against the company, he
said.
"We can proceed in a multitude
of ways," Hess said.
The leak occurred when workers
who were transfering the drums
thought they were empty, Hess said
He said that other companies in the
area using chemicals could face a
similar problem.
Capt. Gerry Hubbard, of the San
Jose Fire Dept.. said the Lorentz Co.
had fulfilled all the city requirements
for storing chemicals.
He said that companies should
work closely with the fire department
when storing such substances.
"It is very costly to have these
spills and to clean them up, Hubbard
said.
The spill happened in the company’s storage yard on Tenth Street, a
block the stadium and the housing
project. The company buys and sells
reconditioned barrels.
The cloud of fumes from the leak
never threatened any university
property

table before it has occurred," Dougherty said.
"How much influence is this
going to buy them?" he asked.
Coughlan said Spartan Shops has
gotten away from giving out its surplus money to campus groups and instead gives the money to the university to directly or indirectly help
students.
Spartan Shops also gave $35,00o
to the Associated Students and 433.071 to the S.U. The money given to the
S.U. is either 25 percent of the surplus, or $25,000, as stated in a contract with Spartan Shops, Barrett
said.

red flasher on the roof of their unmarked car and signaled the bus
driver to pull over. Instead, the bus
accelerated through a red light and
made a right turn on Market Street,
almost causing an accident, the officers said.
The bus then turned left and sped
down Santa Clara Street. running another red light and jumping up a curb
in the process. By this time the officers had turned on their siren and
called San Jose police for assistance.
The officers assumed the bus driver
was being held hostage.
Garrett said the bus drove erratically, dodging cars and driving on the
wrong side of the street at high speed.
lie said when heavy traffic forced the
bus to slow down, some passengers
pushed open the doors and jumped
out.
Passengers in the bus were terrified because the driver told them that
someone was trying to kill him, Garrett said.
Witnesses told police they saw
the driver throwing small brown
packets out the window as he attempted to elude the pursuing officers. None of the packets was recovered.
Garrett said they lost sight of the
bus when it ran another red light,
nearly causing a three-car accident
on The Alameda at Hedding Street.
"We did a 360 in the middle of the
Intersection." said Garrett, referring
to how their car spun a complete circle as they tried to avoid a collision.
San Jose Police and County Transit authorities found the bus near
King and McKee roads with the engine still running. The relieved passengers told police that the bus driver
took off his uniform jacket and ran
north on King Road.
Jan Wessell, County Transit public communication officer, said that
transit officials have been unable to
locate Thompson, but have left messages with his family and sent a letter to his home.
"The university police are handling the matter, and we are assisting
them any way we can." she said.
UPD information officer Russ
Lunsford said when Thompson is
found he will probably be charged
with reckless driving.
Lunsford said that because Garrett and Gutierrez could not see the
driver of the bus, witnesses will have
to identify Thompson before a complaint can be filed against him.
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Editorial

Bennett bugged by student aid
HAVE ALREADY bought a car and
yOU
had an expensive stereo system installed in it. Maybe it’s time now for a
few weeks at the beach. If money is a problem, just apply for student financial aid.
Evidently. Secretary of Education William Bennett had better go back to school because he insists that this is they way college
students from families earning over $32,500
annually, or students receiving over $4,000 a
year in aid, spend their student loan money.
The Reagan administration has advocated $2.3 billion in cuts to student financial
aid programs. The cuts are aimed basically at
students coming from families earning over
$32,000 and will place a $4,000 limit per year on
federal aid for all students. This would mean a
loss of $2.6 million to SJSU and would affect
nearly 4,000 students.
At a news conference last week, Bennett
said that the possible denial of government
aid to students "may require of some students
stereo, autodivestiture of certain sorts
mobile, three weeks at the beach divestiture."
To say that Bennett and the rest of the
Reagan administration are out of touch in this
area is an understatement. For them to make
such allegations about college students is ludicrous. And for them to assume that cutbacks
in the financial aid program will only prevent

students from delving further into life’s luxuries, is equally ridiculous.
For many students, financial aid is the
only way they can afford an education. We can
safely assume that most of the students needing aid are not living with their $32,000-a -year
families which can make paying for the
basic necessities of daily life rather difficult.
And if a student has a family of his or her own,
financial aid becomes all the more necessary.The $4,000 per year limit on financial aid
will discourage those students who are struggling financially, from continuing with school.
This is not the first time the Reagan administration has attacked the student financial aid program in its attempt to reduce the
swelling national budget. Four years ago, letters from students, teachers and parents carried enough weight to influence Congress to
oppose the proposal.
1. SEE A, SHINING- CrTY OW A
What was successful once could be successful again. Students, faculty, and all those
who are concerned, should write their conmany
gressman and point out the obvious
students need financial aid to attain a quality
education.
Letters
If enough pressure is exerted, maybe the
administration will look elsewhere in their attempt to reduce the budget. Maybe they Wanted: Counseling services
should first look at cutting Bennett’s salary.

Dealing with the stress of this life
Nashingtrin s birthday is over The tirst terrn paper is
due and midterms are coming up. Pressure. Take a deep
breath, relax and keep on reading.
The word stress comes from the Latin word stringere.
which means "to draw tight.- The stress response can be
good or bad, depending on your choices and attitudes.
"Eustress." which means being "up." has been considered healthy. life-enchancing stress by many researchers
while "distress" is the destructive kind. The challenge is
to focus only on the positive responses.
A certain amount of time pressure encourages productivity, efficiency and well-being. But if you have an 8
a.m. essay deadline and at 40 m you are still struggling

Christine
Frankendal
with the outline, panic and anxiety begin lose( in.
This is where the stress, in terms of strain on the individual begins to take place. Don’t let this happen. Learn
how to tame the stress in your life.
Recognize that we live in a large, complex, demanding world that makes stress-less living difficult but not
impossible. Sometimes you can run away from your worries. Identify what people, situations or events drive you
crazy. Escape downtown and visit your aunt’s country
house for the weekend instead.
The calming effect is almost immediate. Of course
there are people who wouldn’t find a vacation very relaxing. One of the most stressful things for these kind of people is to be told to relax.
Yet a weekend to defuse tension doesn’t necessarily
mean having to leave home. You can unplug the phone,
get lost in a good book or try to sleep all weekend and be
alone. Find a quiet, happy, peaceful place where you can

think or relax without interruption.
It’s important to find some quiet space within yourself, too.
Ever tried finding refuge in a tub? A hot tub bubble
bath will help erase stress, not to talk about what a Jacuzzi can do for you. Nancy Reagan has been known to
take a hot bath when official White House life gets a bit
strenuous.
Don’t try to do the research for your paper, study for
the midterm and bake a cake at the same time. A common-sensense approach to stress is to concentrate on one
task at a time. Think carefully about the best way to handle it and let other tasks or projects wait their turn. You’ll
get more done this way.
Routine often produces stress and it’s crucial to be
able to break the monotony for just a little while. Go for a
walk in the park, shopping, whatever. Get out of the library for just a few minutes. walk around the block and
talk casually to people. Enjoy a good laugh hnd look for
humor in even the most serious situations. Feast on the
California weather. Isn’t that why you came here in the
first place? Have your lunch outdoor and get a kick from
the sunshine and bird song.
Don’t let stress build up during the day. You’re not
bumming around if you take several minutes to do nothing but release tension. H’s important to realize that at
some point you’ve done all you can, and then to file something and forget about it.
You have to be able to turn off. too. Try to listen to
your body and release tension from your muscles when
you don’t need to use them. Take "stress breaks"and
work on the most difficult crossword puzzles you can find.
Feel good about yourself. You know that you look
your best when you feel your best. Hum a tune you like
during the day or relax by listening to music. Hopefully
your neighboors will have the same taste as you.
You can also let it all out by practicing primal
screams. The latter activity is most suitable away in the
country. Don’t do it in a class room with 26 other people
around you.
At the end of a full day, do a battery of yoga
movements, as well as some form of vigorous physical
exercises to work off frustration. Try meditating. but
don’t fall asleep. You might be late for your midterm and
that’s very stressful.
Remember to take a little time each day to enjoy the
simple pleasures of life.

Editor.
I actually made it through this institution with my
sanity intact. The classes, homework and finals were the
easy part. Where the trouble really mushroomed was
with the paperwork of G.E. checklists and graduation applications.
It’s especially difficult if you’re a transfer student. I
feel I must address the feelings of frustration, and indeed
hostility we transfer students feel at trying to get that
final piece of paper.
What I received at SJSU was a "do-it -yourself-ordon’t -do-it -at-all" education. I came up here on three separate occasions and received three different versions of
the facts from three different counseling agents.
All I’ve ever wanted to know for the past two years is
exactly where I stand, academically. I am enraged that
there is absolutely no way to find this out until you apply
for graduation. And by then it is too late. Do not pass go.
Do not collect diploma. Go directly to G.E. Advisement
Center.
Once there, I was told I could not speak to the head
honcho unless I petitioned first, and then got rejected!
That, in itself, should indicate a problem.
I suppose that since I am a reasonably intelligent
woman, I should have been able to throughly understand
every rule and requirement of this school, as well as
knowing exactly how many units had transferred from
UCSB.
But it would have been wonderful to sit down with
someone who had my transcripts in front of them, and
could tell me everything I needed to know as a transfer
you know, the little things like "Do you know
student
what a cognate structure course is? You need one." Or,
"Be sure you understand that although your G.E. is complete, you must take nine more units of upper division
courses." Believe me, I would have waited in line and
paid for this service!
Without proper counseling, there are just too many
opportunities for fatal oversights to occur. The impacted
schedules of all counseling agencies at this school indicate to me that more help is needed.
It is important for us to realize that the only way
transfer students will begin to get the help they need is if
don’t lay
we demand it. I urge all of you to speak up
down and let this keep happening to you. If you don’t know
where to start, try your faculty advisor. Mine sent me
straight to the top of the administration and that’s where I
began getting answers. Thanks, Dr. Wilcox!
Brenda A. Harrison
Senior
Public relations

Letter
policy
The success of the
Forum page is in your hands.
Your response to any topic
of interest is welcome.
All letters must bear
the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number
and class standing. The
phone number will not .be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Student
Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.
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Against the Grain

Dana
Perrigan

The maim event
"If you ain’t got heart you

IliII

’t got nada Pin Thomas

WAS THE fourth round. The two fighters stood
toe to toe in the center of the ring, bobbing and
IT
weaving, slipping and taking punches. duking it out
in front of an enthusiastic audience in Reno and millions
of HBO viewers at home.
"It’s barbaric," said my friend, making serious
inroads into his plate of chorizo. "After two thousand
years mankind still fills the coliseum to watch the
gladiators kill and maim each other."
"Yeah, it’s pretty disgusting," I said, between
mouthfuls of chicken enchilada and Coors.
It was Saturday night and the crowd had turned out
at Antuna’s a Mexican restaurant at 11th and San
Salvador streets to watch Ray "Boom Boom"
Mancini try to recapture the WBA lightweight title from
Livingston Bramble.
The biker element was there to witness the
carnage: clad in leather and denim with chain
accessories, they lounged menacingly on bar stools like
coiled rattlesnakes on a hot rock. Outside, their sleek
black and crome, low-slung steeds gleamed in the street
light.
On the other side of the horseshoe-shaped bar sat
the regulars mostly working class MexicanAmericans. They clutched long-necked bottles of beer
in hard-working hands, raised them to their lips and
drank without removing their eyes from the color TV
against the wall.
In the fifth round, a bolt of excitement ricocheted
through the restaurant when Bramble cut Mancini
above the right eye. A curtain of blood quickly fell
across one side of Mancini’s face.
"Kill him. Ray," said one of the bikers. "Kick
’em."
"Think about Ali," my friend said. "The slurred
speech, the blurred vision you know those fights with
Frazier had to take their toll."
,
After Mancini got cut above the left eye in the
seventh round, my friend and I found ourselves drawn
more and more to the screen. Here was this 23-year -old
kid with the dubious gift of taking and giving great
punishment. He was bleeding profusely above both eyes
but he was still taking it to Bramble. He had great heart
and he was showing it to the world.
THE BELL announced the beginning of
WHEN
the eighth round and both fighters came
together. any pretense of not being involved in
the battle was gone. We were hooked.
Two rounds later. the chorizo and chicken
enchilada tucked away, we rose to our feet when
Bramble rocked Mancini with an uppercut. It looked
like it might be bed-time for "Boom Boom," but
Mancini recovered and started lashing out with
combinations. Bramble covered up and waited.
We never returned to our seals. We stood there,
rooted, absorbed by the conflict and bona fide members
of the crowd at last. After trying to punch each other’s
lights out for 15 rounds. Mancini and Bramble
embraced in the center of the ring. The decision, close
but unanimous, went to Bramble.
Walking out into the night, I realized boxing is not
really a sport. It is drama. It is life reduced tots three
minute segments.
Here. on apiece of canvas, alone and stripped of all
civilized trappings, a man proved himself If he had an
dog in him it would be revealed. If he had great heart.
then that also would be revealed both to himself and
to the world.
Dana Perrigan is the forum editor. His columns
appear Tuesday and Thursday.
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Kuhn keeps it going
By Eric Ste
Daily staff writer
Tuesday’s round of the Northern California Intercollegiate tennis tournament at the south courts
proved loo much for SJSU as all
Spartans but Dave Kuhn were
eliminated.
Kuhn. the Spartans’ number

Tennis
line player, advanced to the fourth
round, while Mark Murphy. Steve
Burton and John Vigil lost their
matches.
After defeating Kevin DeVries
in the second round, 6-3, 6-3, Kuhn
went on to cruz past Fresno Slate’s
Jean LeClercq, 6-1. 6-3.
Kuhn played with intensity as
he continued to regain the confidence in his game he said had been
missing.
"I’m feeling better by the
match." he said, "I’m concentrating better and being aggressive."
Having taken control of the
match from the first serve through
the final volley, Kuhn said he is finally beginning to perform up to his
abilities.
"I’m not surprised with the

I iii playing.- he said. I jusl
have to try and keep it up."
The Spartans’ Mark Murphy
said he played poorly as he was defeated by Paul Hoybal of Fresno
State, 6-3, 6-2. On what he called an
off day, Murphy was unable to capitalize on the opportunities he had
to break Roybal’s serve.
"I didn’t take advantage of the
breaks," he said. "but he Ikoyball
did."
Murphy said he has beaten
Roybal in the past, but that he simply did not play well.
"I tried everything." SJSU’s
number two player said, "but nothing seemed to work."
It’s maddening too, because
I’m hungry for a big win."
John Vigil did not chalk up a
big win for SJSU. but he did play a
competitive match against Stanford’s Jim Grabb, the number one
seed in the tourney. In the end, a
surprised Grahb escaped with a ii3,7-5 victory.
Vigil opened the match by winning the first game. Early on.
Grubb was loose and relaxed. but
as Vigil put the pressure on. the
Cardinal star realized he had a
match on his hands.
"I don’t think he took me se -

ii iusiy at first," Vigil said. "but
then he started getting intense."
After losing the first set. Vigil
led through most of the second, but
Grabb managed lit make the critical shots when he needed them and
held on to will
Vigil said his strategy was simply to go all-out against his heavily
favored opponent.
"I had nothing to lose. I was
just swinging away and attacking
every point."
Steve Burton was outgunned by.
the number two seed in the tournament, Steve DeVries of Cal, 6-0.6-I.
Burton said he was nervous
and could not work up his confidence. DeVries used his serve and
vollies to keep Burton off balance.
and not allowing him to go on the
offensive.

Another season high for gymnasts
Its 1.ermard lloops
Daily staff writer
The SJSU men’s gymnastics
team rose to the level of their cornpetititon and continued to vault upward this year with a season -high
252.40 points to lake third place at
Berkeley on Feb IS The Spartans
improved their highest team score
for the second meet in a row, finishing behind only national -championship contenders Cal and Stanford
in the six team meet.
Coach Rich Chew’s gymnasts
were led by senior Zane Negrych and
freshman l’ouval Moyal in the all
around category. with each of theni
lopping the 50 point mark. Negrych
totaled 51.85 and scored an 8.95 on
rings. 8.60 on pommel horse. and 8.80
on high bar to lead the Spartans in
those events. Moyal had a team -high
8.50 on the parallel bars and topped
off at 50.80 points for the meet

Three of the tournaments top
seeds were eliminated from the
tournament on Tuesday. Sixth
seeded Aleco Provolos of CC Davis.
was upset by Don Leone of Cal. 6-3,
6-3, while Patrick McEnroe of Stanford. the eighth seed, lost to Paul
Hoybal, 6-4. 6-2. Chris Sehoop ol
Cal. seeded seventh, had to pull out
of the tournament due to stomach
problems.

Basketball
Spanos Center in Stockton. Spartan
coach Bill Berry doesn’t expect another easy contest.
"Obviously, the second time
they’ll prepare better," he said.
"And the game is at their place, so I
anticipate shard-fought game."
Besides the home-court advantage, another factor benefitling UOP
is injuries. On Monday, SJSU forward Stony Evans went down in practice with a sprained right ankle.
"I was going for a rebound, and
when I came down. I landed on somebody’s foot. My ankle just twisted,"
Evans said while supported by
crutches.

Spartan Daily

If Evans can’t play, his loss
would be extremely detrimental to
the Spartans. In his last five games.
Evans has averaged 14.8 points and
7.2 rebounds.
Compounding the problem. center Matt Fleming still is not fully recovered from a thigh bruise. The injury has kept Fleming out of the last
three games. but Berry is also hopeful SJSU’s leading scorer will return
tonight.
UOP, 8-16 overall and 4-11 in the
PCAA. is led by forward Domingo
Rosario. The 6-6 freshman from the
Dominican Republic is averaging 14
points and 4.1 rebounds a game this
season.
The Tigers’ other forward. 6-8
Andy Franklin, is scoring at a 12.3
clip, while grabbing 6.5 boards a contest.
When the two teams met on Feb.
4, the Spartans utilized the fast break
to take a 32-12 halftime lead and
coasted to a 30-point victory.
For a repeal performance, defense will be the key. according to
SJSU guard Michael Dixon.
"We’ll have to try to put pressure
on them - outquick them." he said.
"They’re a quick team, but we’re
quicker."
The Spartans. who have not
played since last Wednesday’s 57-54
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oily if 51SU The Spartan Daily is solely re
sponsible for pollen, and content id this
newspaper Phone Editorial 277-1181 Ad
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Also rompetow MI all six apparatus tor the Spartans was freshman
Elardo. who almost joined his
teammates in the above-50 ranks
with an all-around score of 49.00
Elardo had the best vault for 5,151’
with a 9.25 score
Mike Saso bounced to a 9.20 in the
floor exercise for a team high. and
Steve Saban scissored his way to an
1160 on the pommel horse to lie Ne-

Immediate Occupancy
Available Now
in S.J.S.U.’s Residence Hall
for Spring ’85
Male and Female Students
Welcome
For Further Information Please
Contact the Housing Office
Located in Joe West Hall
or Call 277-2126

kinko’s copies

victory over UC-Santa Barbara. were
given two days off practice by Berry.
Dixon said the extra rest has had positive effects.
"It helps because some guys are
injured and sick." he said. "It has
helped round us back into shape."
After tonight’s game, SJSU returns to play its three remaining contests at home. So this is the Spartans"
final regular-season road game before the PCAA Tournament begins
March 7 in Inglewood.
With this situation, Dixon, who is
just 30 assists shy of the school career
record of 476, likes his team’s
chances.
"It’s an opportune time for us,"
he said. "We have a chance for third
place heading into the tournament
Our last three games at home should
help, and we should win them all "
A glance at the conference si ;old
ings shows the Spartans in a fittli
place tie with UCSB at 7-7. However.
they are just a game-and -a -half behind third-place Fullerton State.
which is 9-6.
Nevada -Las Vegas and Fresno
State remain the class of the league
The Rebels sit atop the standings
with a 13-1 mark, while the Bulldogs
are a close second at 12-2.
NOTES:Tonight’s game can be
heard live on radio station KSJS (90 7
beginning at 7:20p.m.

grych for the team lead on that apparatus
The Spartans no% sport an 8-6 record with only two meets left before
the PCAA Championships on March
15-16. SJSU will be facing Cal and
Long Beach City College tonight at
7:30 in Spartan Gym Dorm students
will be admitted to the meet free if
they present their meal cards Admission for others is 83 for adults and
SI for students with ID
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BLACK

Injured and on the road
By Scott Vigallon
Daily staff writer
The last time SJSU’s men’s basketball team played Pacific. it ran
the Tigers out of the Civic Auditorium, winning 76-46
But tonight when the two clubs
squire tiff il 7 :15 p in al the Alex r;
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ROTC cadets learn to handle light military weapons
By Bobbie Celestine
Daily staff Writer
ROTC cadets became familiar
Thursday with the light military
weapons they will use during advanced military training this summer at Fort Lewis, Wash
At the California National Guard
Armory on Bedding Street. cadets
went through their first light weapons exercise this semester, cadet
Marian Mackey said.

Military recruits get primed
for summer training program
How to handle the M-203 grenade
launcher was demonstrated by cadet
Robert Meineken. The grenade
launcher is a dual -use weapon. It has
the same capability as the M-16 rifle,
but can also lob grenades into areas
concealed from the shooter.

"The weapons lab is just to familiarize them (cadets) with all of the
weapons they will be exposed to this
summer," she said. "Mostly the M-16
is what they will be using."
Mackey said the cadets are juniors who will take advanced military training for the first time this
summer.
Cadets were given instructions
on five weapons: the basic M-16 rifle.
the M-203 grenade launcher, the M-60
machine gun, the .45-caliber automatic and the lightweight portable
rocket launcher.
"Al summer camp, they will be
required to qualify on the M-16," she
said. "That means they will be able
to prove they can zero the weapon
shoot it where they want to shoot it
and achieve a minimum score."
All the labs were taught by cadets who have had prior weapons experience.
A time restriction was put on cadets on how long it should take to dismantle and put them back together.
Mackey said.

is
launcher
grenade
The
equipped with a 40mm grenade barrel and a receiver separate from the
M-16 rifle to which it is attached. The
M-16 part of the gun fires different
caliber ammunition, but both can be
fired together, he said. Both weapons
have different types of sighting, although they are combined, he said.
"I think it’s a fine weapon." Meinecken said. "It’s a very diverse
weapon and it can be used for many
things."
All U.S. Army platoons are
equipped with a light machine gun.
Cadets drilled on the M-60 machine
gun, which is a hand -carried machine
gun that requires two people to operate, cadet instructor Kevin Tousant
said.

Cadet Neal Coching demonstrated the M-16 rifle. He said it was
necesshry for the cadets to know all
about the weapon because it is the
one they would handle the most.
"All cadets will have to get to
know these rifles real intimately this
summer," he said. "They’ll have use
them, know how to fire them, disassemble them, clean them and reassemble them. There are a lot of parts
to the M-16. For first timers, it’s pretty confusing.

Tousant said the cadets are potential commissioned officers and
are trained more in depth about the
weapons than lesser-ranked military
personnel.
Cadet Mark Drew taught the cadets about the .45-caliber automat;c.
It is customarily an officer’s weapon,
he said. Most cadets will be required
to handle it during their tour in the
Army, he said.
"It’s been in the inventory of the
U.S. forces since 1911, until this

"You can use it for point targets,
such as firing through a bunker opening." he said. "You can use it for indirect targets. You can lob rounds (explosive grenades) into the midst of
enemy troops."

year." he said. "It is going to be replaced with the 9mm pistol. People
who carry bulky equipment carry the
.45-caliber automatic."
Although cadets were learning
about the pistol, the new weapon is
similar in construction to the automatic, he said. The training done on
the .45-caliber automatic can be immediately transferred to the new pistol, he said.
The lightweight portable selfcontained ) rocket launcher, known
for its capability for destroying
tanks, instructions on its use was
done by cadet Capt. Michael Donnell.
The launcher is a one-time use piece
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the rest of the NATO countries, he
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"It can stop a tank from functioning," Donnell said. "The range
for moving targets is 165 meters, and
for stationary targets, it’s 200 meters."

lion with weapons essential 10 cadets
training. He said because most of the
cadets will he leaders, they should
know all about them.
"These are all weapons ( that )
systems platoon leaders will have to
use," Fowler said. "If the subordinates utilize it, the leader must be familiar with the proper techniques."
He said the equipment SJSU cadets trained with for advanced camp
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is used.
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San Jose State
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Dry Toast

Speech to focus
on space project

Peter Stein

Cartoons

Ity Belli Johnson

Bloom County

staff writer
As part of Aviation Education
Day at SJSU. Curtis Graves, director
of educational affairs at NASA will
speak at 11:40 a.m. Friday in the
Loma Prieta Room of the Student
Union. The School of Applied Arts
and Sciences sponsors the day each
year to inform interested students
and members of the community
about career opportunities in the
field of aviation.
Graves’ topic is "The Space Program - the next Fifty Years," said
Maj. John Washington, associate professor of Aerospace Studies and
chairman of the Aviation Education
Day committee.
"Graves has had a part in the
training of the space shuttle astronauts," Washington said. "The space
shuttle program is unfolding before
our eyes and Graves really has a lot
to tell about it, he said.
Lt. Bennie J .Wilson. an SJSU
alumni and director of personnel at
Edwards Air Force Base will talk
about aircraft which is designed and
built at Edwards at 11 a.m. in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
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Yesterdaily
Because many SJSU students attend
classes twice or three times a week. the
Spartan Daily is including news items
from the previous paper to help keep everyone informed on campus everyday.

The Associated Students Board
of Directors is scheduled to select
election board members today. A.S.
Personnel Director Peter Weisskopf
interviewed applicants, and will present names to the board of directors
for approval. Election board members are responsible for managing
the student elections to be held in
about a month.

Campus

SJSU President Gail Fullerton
has announced her recommendations
for changes in the campus ROTC policy toward homosexuals. At a press
conference Thursday. she said she
At Thursday’s press conference.
will ask the SJSU Department of Mil- SJSU President Gail Fullerton said
itary Science to allow homosexuals to proposed reductions in federal aid to
complete an "alternative course pat- middle-class students would be less
tern" for a minor in military science.
of an impact on California’s public
The Affirmative Action Commit- college students than on its private
tee of the Academic Senate had listed school students whose tuition and
several ways the programs allegedly fees are higher. She said the prodiscriminate against homosexuals in posed $4,000 cap on federal aid is
violation of state and federal laws. more than most CSU students qualify
Many of the allegedly discriminatory for anyway.
rules are not subject to university review because they are the policies of
Some students aided university
the U.S. Department of Defense, said and city police in the apprehension of
Fullerton. Her recommendations are a robbery suspect who allegedly took
scheduled to be discussed with the more than $34,000 dollars from the
senate’s Executive Committee next owner of a Santa Clara Street superMonday.
market as he was carrying abank de-

posit bag to the bank. Students
caught the suspect near the Spartan
Pub. They had seen several people
chasing him. After being held at UPD
headquarters, Daniel M. Garcia. 19.
was turned over to San Jose Police.

Spartaguide

Sports
The Northern California Intercollegiate tennis tournament got under
way Monday, hosted by SJSU at the
south courts. SJSU’s Dave Kuhn,
Mark Murphy and Steve Burton advanced through the second round,
while Scott Brown and Joel Robison
lost. Stanford is favored to win the
tournament.

To include your information in Sparta guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

Moorhead Hall, Room 337. For more
information, contact SJSU Psychology Department.

Greek Week organizers will hold
a meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Meghan at 279-9698 or Demetri at 9479200 for more information.

The Catholic Newman Community will hold its NewmanNite -"Understanding Your Inner Self" at 7:30
tonight at the Campus Christian Center at 10th and San Carlos streets.
For further information, contact Jeff
Kress at 277-8763.

SJSU Campus Democrats will
hold its introductory meeting at 2:00
p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For further information. contact John Hjelt at 277-8843 or Roger
Wert at 926-1401.

The Marketing Club is holding a
meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Student Council Chambers. Its
speaker is Frank Lipari from Northern Telecom. For more information,
call Judy Brewster at 238-0469.

Career Planning and Placement
will hold Career & Self Exploration
Session II at 3:30 p.m. today. Sign up
in Business Classrooms 13. Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for information.

The Math and Computer Science
Department will hold a colloquium
lecture, "Smooth Composition Roots
and Quick Approximate Roots" by
Prof. Jack Clark of California State
University at Chico at 4:00 p.m.
today in MacQuarrie Hall. Room 324.

Hillel will hold an Israeli Shabbat
dinner at 7:00p.m. tomorrow at 300S.
10 St. Cost is $3.50 per person. Call
ahead for reservations at 294-8311.
For more information. call Rhonda
Posenblatt at the same number.

The Lutheran Campus Ministry
will hold a luncheon and talk on Buddhism at noon today at Jonah’s Wail,
300 So, 10th St. at San Carlos. For
more information call Norb Firnha ber at 298-0204.

SJSU fencing coach Michael D’Asaro
announced he will retire from coaching at the end of the semester after 20
years here.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will hold a panel discussion about
being homosexual in the military at
4:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For more information, call
277-2047.

The Spartan baseball team split
a four game homestand over the
weekend, running their record to 5-4
on the season. SJSU beat Nevada Reno twice and lost to them once St
Mary’s blanked the Spartans.

Psi Chi will hold its weekly meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in Dudley

Refreshments will precede the talk at
3:30 p.m. in MH 210. For more information, call Prof. Kubelka at 2772400.
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PRINCE TICKETS. Very good sesta
laet two shows March 4. & 5
$75e. cash 14081416 4358
THE COLLEGE Groduete’s
Guide to getttng and using credit
e xplains how to establish con
Career Re
52
surner credo

SENIORS

sources, Drew., 29388 V

Rich

mood. V. 23228
SJSU SKI CLUB is taking sign ups for
Kirkwood weekend trip on Mar 8
10 985 for members $98 for non
members Deadline Feb 28 Sign
up at Student Union tellies

Call

Doug 225 7980
DENTAL OPTIONAL Plan
Enroll nowt Save your teeth. ayes
and money too For information
office or cell
and brochure . A S

STUDENT

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
tel
Sunday Luthern 10 45.0.
Catholic 4 00 004 Oprn Meese call
Campus Mtnistry al 198 0204 for
worshtp counseling programs and
atudy opportunities Rev Natalie
Fr Bob Lager Sr
Panetta. Rev Norb Firnhaber
Shires.

76 HONDA WAGON Rebuilt in 1983
5-spee4. radials Good body inte
nor 11800.80 14151 7928418
af ’eves
76 TOYOTA

Rebuilt hd Sesp.ec

277 8694
75 FIAT x19. ex cond White weconv
top megs new seals low rim

65 COMET. extremely rateable 6 cyl
stick 1685 Will consider pay
manta 293 1561

6 BOXSPCING lu
Suede loathei
$115
$185 Cell
mint cond

couch.

293 1561

Joan

$10 4380 WEEKLY UPri Mailing circu
ler& No b.... quotes SIncarelY
interested
Rush self edd eeeee d
envelope to Dept AN 7. POD
910CEW. Woodstock. II 60098

AUTOMOTIVE
INSURANCi is required so
Pl.. don’t drive without it I can

NEED EXTRA CASH, Earn good money
& gain valuable asp working *nth
major electronic firms en Santa
Clare Valley borne& long & short

service

women

over 130,000 par
All incomes verifiable If
are concerned about your

making

you

InterVies at 275 9290 be
tween noon end 2pm FT and PI
for

PART TIME JOBS. V.lor Marketing
Corp . netionel firm has openings
Start 17 25,11cc hrrwork pt dot
. ft during summer
No sap nec professional dress
reg’d Good math 6 reeding skills a
Mg tom

pixie Call 275 9885
Mon En only

parties

4444 x So San Jose
CANVASSERS NEEDED. We re looking
for notivstive people to canvas
to introduce a
local born
new advertising program being of
fared by out company We offer
foIl traitung above average com
missions Minimum $50 per trans
action No evenings or weekends
end unlimited
If interested call Phil at

competition

246 9023
KNOWLEDGEABLE TEA
CHERS wanted to leach in grow
wig pra school company Opporto
cities for adyencernant, company*
salary & benefits Full, part Si euh
athlete positions available Must
enjoy children & have ECE units
Cell 246 2141 Sante Clara or
265 7880 San Jose
HIRING.

178

CRUISESHIPS
Hew**.
Certifs.,.
430 0000
World Call for guide directory
newsletter 119161 944 4444 s
CSU San Jose
-Artist
thrift shop
FLOOR CLERK
welettering ebdity to do signs &
293
store
decorating outside ol

2993
FRESH FLOWERS ON CAMPUS, Sou
gums ro.s, pledge demo cot
sages & boutonnieres Located at
the Student Union open 11 30

6753 (Santa Ceuz

am 6 00 pm every school day
Brighten a frond’s day with arose
52 Please order corsages 186 50
& upl & bouts 1131 ahead Wed
dings too. Julie 984 8260

close relationship Call 298 2308

LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENT by pro
lessional landscaper Services in

SERVICES
AUTO INSURANCE LAWS esquire all

dude

sod lawn

geound

cove,

8254.

San

Francisco Intl,

YOUR OWN HOURS
as you want.

much

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines 83.10 $3.80
4 Lines 83.80 64.50
5 Lines 84.50 $5.20
Lines 85.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

Ms

Brooks at 984 7199

(Ramble)
campus Part tune
hours each week We give refer
enc. Cell 1 BOO 24313879
on

Three
Days
84.15
$4.85
$5.55
56 25
$ 70

Four
Day

Five
Days

$4 36

$4 50

45 06

$5 20

$5.76

$5 90

$6 46

$6 60

Each
Extra
Day

WN

Mtn Co
Koluspell

251 8813

cessing North San Jose area
business

letters
notary public
Willow Glen area Call Ilse at 267
5247

WORD PROCESSING Dissertatoon &
thesis specialist Nothing le. than
10 pages accepted Also do marl
ing lists labels envelopes II rape
Move letters Fefleen years experi
enc. Joy. at 284 1029
WORD PROCESSING. I will type term
papers thesis resumes matting
labels Spelling corrected Willow
Glen area Call Beth at 292 8807

neat accurate All formats inched
log APA Work guaranteed 11 50
page (double spaced pica tvlzel
Call 720 8635

CALL LINDA for professional tyleng
/word processing
81 50 ’page
(double speced pica typel Free

THE

BEST

PROFESSIONAL

Prompt
accurate
IBM Electric 75

T....
dependable

$1 75 double
space per page including editing

Aimed,
Gum

Call after 3 pm

Abdo, Plus Work Pro

WORD PROCESSING. Student papers

259 9368
MARCIE s
SUNNYVALE
VALLCO
word processing typing Prompt

eonabie..curete 262 2201

& Branham Lane

Call 1408.

etc

altar 5pm

ADVERTISE
FOR RESULTS
277-3171

L_L_L I

approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)
.L L _L_L_I 1 I I Li.I

L I _l__L_L 1_1_1 I Lii LILIIIIL 1_1_

I I I I I iJ.j I .Li I 1

1 I I _L

80

95
51 10
51 25
Print Name

10-14 Lines $55.00
15 Plus tines 870.00

5-9 Lines $40.00

SUMMER JOBS’ National Park Co s
21 paths 5.000 openings Com
plate information send 85,0 Perk
Mistime

yeey teasonable rates

Call

resumes es
Reasonable rates Stu

dent discounts

pusl

Karen et 559 882819am 9prril

Expwy

14081725 1049
TYPING TERM PAPERS

sumac term papers meihng labels
& repent.. letters. Cell us at 292

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professional
’mune and business services at

Phone 277-3175

Address

Phone

City & State

111,

Enclosed is

6.51

For

Lines

_Days

Mi

59901
TEACHER,. Immediate opening In S
child development center Permit
trimmed FT $550 7 00ehr

Circle8 Derification:

benefits Call 779 1943

Announcements

TOGO’. N 1st Si is now hiring Part
time lunch help flee hrs 54 hr
Call 187 4570 miaIn hours from

Automotive
Travel

11 2pm

Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For

Typing

WANTED. SPERM DONORS All rares
Los Olivos Women, Medical

Services
Lost & Found

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

16

IMO MIIMMININIIIIMINI

Classrftee Desk Loaded blurts DRH208

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

San Jose State

University

San Jose, California 95192

Clinic 3560437
WORK IN ALASKA this summer & earn

Sale

Personals

to

says for you 51 25.page double
spec,
Call Law..
elite type

says

graphics and well organized copy
that well open doors for you, Send

BAM

SPANISH

FRENCH Let a fellow SJSU stu
dent lope your term papers & as

RENEE’s RESUME DESIGN & PAPER
typing
Dynamo
personalized

CALL ASTRID WORD Processing for
mailing
theses
student papers
lists resumes Melon. area Rea

ENGLISH

convenience. We specialize in re

8461 for an appe We have very
low rates & good Service

Proles

923 8461

8PM
TYPING

274 4409 8am 13prn
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is
located across from SJSU tot your

mon& typingiwordproc.srng
theses, term papers resumes eic
Experienced, reliable Reesonable

di. storage Cassette
Neal
available
non

CHRYSTAL

Pro
Cool

Issues)

Serroster Rata

Word process ability helpful Nice
atrnsphr Call 293 1561

Ave

SERV

error free

row call 14081287 6050 today.
IBM Select.< & located near cam

Willow GlenCampbell

Theses
proposals
reports
screpis manuals manuscripts for
publuateon
Compete..
rates
Discount
Student
Ask
about

avail Rees student rates vol do

from campus Hrly rates
10% discount with ad" Call Jane

(Count

STUDY WHILE YOU work Small office
needs someone to answer phone
pie 14 8 don’t whet* owner ewer

2nd

PROC

one

Ad Rates

Earn
START YOUR CAREER now
money and work on Fortune 500
Companies marketing programs

Report

gum

10 ltr Goth 12 Bold PS Geeek
Math APA or yr choice Free 45
day disk storage Pick up & del

at 251 5942

eeeee

All academic & business tremens

No

will
a sparkling resume that
brighten their day, Think of lomor

Minimum three lines on one day

Make as
Call

formats

Print Your Ad Here

San

robe Paul at 293 1561
SET

festoon.;

IBM

TYPIST at your service

THE PERFECT PAGE typing & adding
guarani.d copy
professional
dependable rurnanzund
Prompt

Wee please) 286 9448

selector II
transcription sinveces 10 vise. 0
with SJSU students & faculty 10

A 1

lAppryd

Call Marcia 8 am 8 pm

E XECUTYPE WD

ABILITY & ACCURACY ere the key el
ements for your perfect pap..
Specialize in ninths. APA MLA all

PERSON NEEDED TO sell all freight &
courier service In Son Jose area
Salary &in flight benefits Jrs &
seniors only respond lo P 0 Box
Francisco. Ca 94128

$14 539 000.
HIRING
eeeee vanonrst.
Stesval
Worldwide. Call for guide direr
1 19181 944
newsletter
tory

By

appt only Call Janice 14081167

area

Helper 140111296 5703

material

thesis paper* resumes
Saratoga area Call Joan at 741
Guaranteed
wee.
5860

Tarabnan
APA
Campbelli Eng
major 15 yrs asp Willow Glen

print whin you start Also graph
ivs and copying The best lob for
the hem rate Don’t waste your
time. Cell me first The Lr’l Office

mother Phone Ina et 277 0671

Gil t certificates also eveilable

and resumes

includes editing
spelling
grammar punctuation assistance
Pick upend delivery available Ma
clntosh available 10 brush edit

FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENTS Relax
and mynah., Certified message
prectioner Hering nonsesual the
rapineric body work Specializing in
acuo eeeee ea S Esalen techniques

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Maly
tem, with grammar punct sere
lance Struct on request Specialize
in term papers research projects

page

thesis

Repoets

Phone 264 4504

ABILITIES TO MATCH all your needs,
Fast accurate word Processing
Turabien formal Itspert St 50ds

Craig

Marten.

DAY & NITE CHILD care foe children 0
5 yrs by state certificated loving

WOULD LIKE TO fend a move female
to share teme with a hanthcapped
man I enjoy music very much I
will be Interested in forming n very

10am 2pm

by

Pre rag required Call
14081 947 6212 for furthee info
Fee $3600

functions nommen.. & swore.*
1300,3 bra Call
bar morvah’s
279 3137 1San Josel or 426

health. care about others end need
to earn mopes high income call

seven dense week All work guar
anteed Thanks

counseiot

1561

Play for weddings

day Satueday morning. afternoon
& eves Private sessions Sunny

Condor led

anteed quick return on all papers

Accountability

Appointments
consult...
to
rri.t your busy schedule Mon

Sat . Feb
23
1985
10am 5pm Eastside Educe Inst

THE SUBSTITUTES BAND 14 pc.
60’s. swing. surf rhythm & blues

Accurricy

Trust Tony 926 2087 51 50 per
double spaced
Availabie
page

Wrkshp

40 dancer 11N.151. 351
looking for serious 1F1 partner
Christians ok this is not a sale edl
Am norto: gep
bbeut eeeeee peanui y 2r t936i
wao,

pop

AAA

CONTROL ANXIETY. improve teat tak
mg skills earn better grades At
tend a Test Anmety Mngrin

ROCK/TOP

cutting

Achievement in typing that’s tops

Reasonable cost Call
today. 14081 7343715 Create
the look of endless summer now

7408

tree

Gain confidence & look great. Free

ules away

Free
membeeship
to
Half mice to men when
you mention dos ad 408-971

Sune 230 S J 244 8500.

month

AIRLINES

1561

Arrosystall
Winchester

Face & body work

system

TYPING

Permanent

vale Electrolysis Center at hwy
101 & N Fairoaks Ave Only nun

introduction

Peesonalized

SEAMSTRESS Reim DESIGNER Shins
and pants Need an enure ward

HELP WANTED

ski

PERSONALS
CHOICES

struggling teacher from Ca work
ing two jobs made 557.575 in 3
months A truck driver from

2,24.135

leads

to

hair removal

cat occupancy must see

avail

ONCE IN A LIFETIME a company like
this comes along P eople by the
thousands ere getting on board A

es

BARE IT ALL this summee

3996 FREE services

FOE. MeFe/4

SUBWAY SANDWICHES OFFERS one
dollar off any loot long s.dwoch
with rhos ad 475 East San Carlos

no

Svcs

Temp

Mall 14151857 1891 aft 2pm

99C SALE. BUY 11001 long & gel sec
ond for 990 of *duel value Sub
way Sandwiches 475 E San Car
E nodes
with this ad
los St

shun&
door
areas min from Northsrar
next

rubs

100 N

term assgnmts

PEARL C13700 CONCERT toms White
boss drum with 7 toms 0.011
sound 8" 16-, $400 or bo Cell

Empires 2/24.85

Sand

3 BDRM. 2 BTH house, hot tub Far
eye stall only $1050erno Call
eves 280 7595 local Immedi

Spartan Distributors, 365 7007

SMITH CORONA TYPEWRITER el.
trec Pop up ribbon easy con.
ACIt tend 9170e80 277 8694

N

Contact Kathy or
3 Opm
David et 356 3095. 15475 Los

day

JAPANESE ENGINES & nannies Used
rneweperf eno core charge.warr if
Student discount
roe delivery

PRINCE TICKETS FOR SALE,. Main flr
12th row Mar 4th $7508200
Call 293 0739

Sun

STUDENTS. STAFF, FACULTY Need a
placer Have spacer SJSU Off
Campus Housing Program 277

Blvd

MATTRESS
nusedl.

TAHOE

NORTH

MC DONALD -s NOW HIRING. Preimum
pay hours flexible around school
schedule 2 5 days. 10.35thrs
per week Interviews Monday Fri

FOR SALE
DR

insure anyone Manson Ins Agen
cyiMark Chapman 249 1301

Lodge. 8308 N Lake Blvd . Kings
Beach, Lk Tahoe, Ca 95719.
916 546 2515 512 50 per Om
son dbl occup . Shea addl Beau
Wul motel on lake shore cl To her

or Steve

Gatos 8Ivd

99 DATSUN 510 STATION WAGON
Runs great eng rebuilt now ores
& alternetor 4650 251 1888

SKI

sprinklei

fence repau & genet& cleanups
Low prices & free estimates Call
251 1888 any time

license Call now for tales We can

HOUSING

LUMBERYARD WORKER NEEDED part
time Close to campus flee hes
avail Cell 287 0234 ask for Dan

62700. 224 3184 eft.6pm

drovers carry liability ins Failure to
do no could result in a suspended

Send SASE
No.

Free rnfo

Alaskan Opportunities P0
3468. Eugene Ore 97403

6829 Hearst Cable

6

good tires ex run cond concord
arnlin st cass 4 spk $1700/ho

good 11

Call Ed Keating al 727

benefits

CREATIVE,

371 8811

AUTO

Call

14500 or best offer

car.

773.0837 altar 7pm

BACK PAIN RESEARCH. Palmer Cot
lege of Chiropractic Wevren
nouriCeS a eeeee rch project to ill

Placement

profitable lull time emPIM/nient
don t pass this oppoetunity Every
household is a potential sale &
Excellent company
commrsion

t son Ins 14081272-4092
82 MERCURY LN - 7 A/C. P5 sun
roof, am fm Cass . new tires Nice

Gumlislupe Room

Help

HEARST CABLE TV has 4 operungs in
the direct sales depi If you ere
looking for enjoyable and very

Deadline

Two days

Consecutive
No

prior to publication

publication dates only

refunds on cancelled ads
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Attendance down at Greek ’stomp’

Robotic arm to build
Lincoln Log buildings
for engineering students
By Marcos Breton
Daily staff writer
Four months of planning have
gone into it. Countless hours of labor
have shaped it and made it what it is
now. One student calculated that if he
worked in industry he would have
probably earned $5,000 by now for all
the hours he has put into this project.
But he isn’t being paid and the
project he is working on isn’t for industry. Alex Allen is an engineering
student here and the project he and
six other students have been working
on is for an MO first prize at the Engineering Open House tommorow.
The project is an integrated manufacturing system and it is being
worked on by the Robotics Club. In
laymans terms the system is a robotic arm which builds houses out of
Lincoln Logs. The arm is controlled
by two computers which act as the
arm’s brain and a camera which acts
as its eyes.
"We chose this because everybody can relate to Lincoln Logs and
we wanted to show something mechanical." said Robotics Club President Jim Farquhar. The robotic arm
has a system for building a house programmed in one computer which
(hen sends that design into a second
computer.
"The reason we chose to use two
computers is because we wanted to
demonstrate that a program could be
sent from one computer to another.
’rhat computer could be either across
the country, across town or across
the building," Farquhar said.
While the first computer acts as
the designer for the type of house the
arm will build, the second computer
controls the motions of the arm.
"The (second) computer finds
the center of the Lincoln Log, controls the arm as to where to pick it up

and places the log in the proper
place," Farquhar said.
Allen said the significance of
using a robotic arm lies in the fact
that robots are becoming much more
prevalent today due to their speed
and dexterity. "Robots can work in a
lot of environments people can’t and
many times can do jobs much more
economically." Allen said.
He used the example of assemlby
line work as a situation where many
times the demand of the work calls
for a robot.
"Say there was a case where
round headlights were being put in
and you needed to change that in the
middle of work and ’go to square
headlights. It would take people
many hours to change that program,
but with a robot you would just have
to change the program and it would
be done," Alten said.
The Robotics Club divided the responsibilties of constructing the robot
among seven people.
"There were people in charge of
different aspects of the project and
we all rotated." Farquhar said. "If
something went wrong with a certain
segment of the project we would get
together and take care of it."
According to Farquhar the
amount of hours put in by the various
members of the club has exceeded
the normal nine-to-five day.
"On a normal day lately I get in
here early in the morning and we’re
lucky if we get out of here at 7 at
night. We’ve also been putting in a lot
of time on the weekends," he said.
"We’ve been living in here. I
think some of us have been ignoring
our wives," Allen said. The robotic
arm will be judged along with other
entries from various clubs in engineering by a panel of judges made up
of SJSU engineering graduates .
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for the Greek weekend. He denied
access because a dance was scheduled that evening and the S.U. had
problems in the past with Greek
functions.
Last April, Barrett wrote all
black fraternities and sonorities
and told them they were not allowed to have events in the S.U. if
their group was associated with
"Greek Show" events. He said the
show was too big and that there
was a lack of cooperation with the
groups.
"I am appalled with their
tS.U.) boycott against black organizations," Wood said.
The group wanted to hold the
reception from 5 to 7 p.m.. but was
told by Barrett that previous instances at the "Greek Show" in the
past two years warranted not allowing the organization on campus.
Wood said.
Two evening events at about
the same time would not work well

By Aaron Croat.
Daily stall writer
The common fallacy of guilt by
association is taking place at the
Student Union.
The Greek Show Council
wanted to use the union last Friday
for a social to entertain guests but
was not allowed. S.U. Director Ron
Barret said he did not want any organizations associated with the
"Greek Show" in the S.U. because
of past problems the S.C. has had
with them.
Nicola Wood, Associated Students director of Ethnic Affairs.
said the group wanted to have
about 75 people attend the function
and was told by Barrett they could
not use the S.U. Music Listening
Room.
"The S.U. didn’t want to have
anything at all to do with the
’Greek Show,’ "Wood said.
Barrett said the groups wanted
to use the function as an opening

130WS

50, TH15 IS ADMIT rf,Rd
51)GLAR A QUICKER.

MORE 5KIING rYOU KNOW, 5u&A
11415 RUN, RI-,
BOWL- 1,-(A5 A &TREAT
1405EN UP
I SKI SCHOOL- Too!,
A 1-111’L-E.

’OWL, PRIVE,EASIER
PARKING AND
QUAINT.

Only one sorority. the SJSU chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha, entered
the stomp contest, and won first
place.
Tickets were $10 and part of the
profit from the event will go to help
feed Ethiopians as part of Ethiopian
Awareness Month. Johnson estimated the profit for the night at
$6,000.

in the S.I1 , Barrett said. Zeta Phi
Beta sonority, which had a dance
Friday night. "specifically indicated that their dance would have
nothing to do with it," Barrett said
Two years ago, the "Greek
Show" was held in Morris Dailey
Auditorium and there was nol
enough room for the audience.
Wood said Barrett gave him
"invalid reasons" for not holding
the social in the Music Listening
Room and called Barrett’s reasons
"basically a cop out."
Barrett said student security at
past "Greek Show" related events,
such as dances, was not adequate
and that money collected at the
door vo, ied from the amount given
to the A.S. Business Office. He said
there was a general lack of concern
by the groups for S.U. policies.
He said his message to the
Greek Show Council was "I hope
you have a good event, but not on
campus "
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DELIVERY THAT’S
WINNING THE WEST
WELLS FARGO STUDENT LOANS
Speedy Processing: At Wells Fargo, we’re
committed to rapid turnaround. Our state-of-theart student loan system enables us to give your
loan request prompt attention and swift handling.

Saturday. February 2( 1985 800 pm Morns Dailey Auditorium
San Jose State University Into 008) 277-2807
ticket: Adv. $4.50 - stu., $5.50 - gen.
Door $5.50 - stu., $7.50 - gen.
Bass ticket outlets

Make it with us and
the sky’s the limit.

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class
FOR UNDERGRADUATES
PILOT GUAHANTLLS AVAII ABLE
No on campus classes or drills
$100/month financial assistance available
University credit for summer training
r Air/Ground/Law Options
r Opportunity to serve as an Officer of Marines
after graduation
Similar opportunities for seniors
and graduates
Officer Selection Office

St., Suite 520
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 291-7445
The Fir*. The Proud. The Madnes.

285 So. First
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Dr, Dolores Wroblewski
Bay Valley Chiropractic
251 O’Connor Dr. 3
(408) 293-4010
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third place with their stomp and satire of other fraternities.

S.U. bars Greek Show participants
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Dr, Keith Marsden
New Horizons Chiropractic
1580W. El Camino 6
(415) 965-1533

ternity stomped up a storm with its
rendition of "The Request Line." The
SJSU chapter of Phi Beta Sigma was
last year’s winner.
Second place in the fraternity
stomp competition went to the
Lambda Kappa chapter of Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity. The University of
California at Davis chapter got the
girls in the crowd yelling at the fraternity members’ pelvic motions.
The Epsilon Beta chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity earned

re

Are You Suffering From
Headache, Dizziness Irritability,
Nervous Tension. Neck, Back Arm and
Shoulder Pain?
Strong but Sensitive
Your Spine is your lifeline

San Jose policemen, six Civic Center
security people and six other Civic
Center employees who were escorts,
Johnson said.
The crowd came to watch Greek
organizations compete in a stomp
march. Members would go up on
stage and stomp their feel. clap their
hands, swivel their hips and chant
about their organization.
The first place winner of the
stomp was Epsilon Mu, the SJSU
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha. The fra-

By Aaron (roar
Daily staff writer
Security was high and attendance was at a low of 1.000 at this
year’s "Greek Show."
Problems with last year’s show
might have caused some groups to
stay away from this year’s show at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium, said
Delano Johnson, one of the organizers.
The Greek Show was part of a
weekend of events sponsored by the
campus chapters of Phi Beta Sigma
and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternities.
The show’s total cost was $3,3011, with
an extra $200 for disc jockey Michael
Erickson of radio station KSOL who
hosted the dance after the show.
Sunday
estimated
Johnson
night’s crowd at 1,000. Johnson, who
chapter
of
the
SJSU
is also a member
of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, said the
crowd acted "more conservative
than usual."
In referring to past shows, he
said the crowd "gets vicious at
times."
Keith Harper, Alpha Phi Alpha
member and SJSU graduate, said he
has been coming to the competition
since 1977 and said before the show
that he thought the crowd would be
calmer than last year. He said fights
broke out last year and there was not
enough security.
There was a lot of emotion at the
San Jose Civic Center Sunday night,
but air conditioning and more security helped keep the crowd under control, Harper said.
Last year there were two San
Jose policemen to control a crowd of
about 2,000. This year there were six

We Make It Simple: No additional bank forms
are required, and you don’t need to have a credit
history or account relationship in order to qualify.

Courteous Customer Service: Our service
representatives are ready to answer your questions.We appreciate your business, and we’re
anxious to make your dealings with Wells Fargo
Bank pleasant and hassle-free.

Choose Wells Fargo: If a student loan is part
of your plans for financing your education, then

tell your financial aid office that you want to go
through Wells Fargo Bank Soon after you mail
us your application, you’ll begin to see why
Wells Fargo was the smart choice.
If you need more information, we’d be happy
to help... phone or write us today!
Call (800)641-0473 Toll-Free
(415) 396-4105 Collect
Weekdays 8 AM -5:30 PM

Wells Fargo Bank
Student Loan Center
PO. Box 63095
San Francisco, CA 94163
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Local nightspot
reopens with bar
and feathers
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MEASURE FOR MEASURE

Beth Ranney

Music takes a carefree turn
tam changing.
It used to be, when it came to
music, that I would only listen to
jazz, classical and some pop. This
narrow musical focus was due propably to the fact that I had played
classical flute and piano since the
fourth grade, had played piano and
flute in my high school jazz band,
and had spent several years singing classical and jazz music at
DeAnza College.
All of this occured before coming here and surrendering my dubious talents to a print medium
rather than a performance one.
I had won acclaim and awards
for my efforts in those particular
styles, and thus logically decided
they were the best.
Although, recently it has
dawned on me that perhaps I could
be missing out on a whole other
side of music that I had heretofore
shunned as imature and naive.
While I would never forget my mu-

CAIENdAR
Music
the
George Thorogood
fabulous G.T. and his Delaware
Destroyers will be playing at
the Warfield Theatre in San
Francisco Fri. and Sat., Feb. 22
& 23. Tickets are 613.50 reserved.
a "Bay Area
Pop-o-pies
Dance Party" starring Pop-opies, Social Unrest, Blast, and
Excecutioner will be held Sat..
Feb. 23 from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m, at the New Varsity
Theatre. 456 University Ave. in
Palo Alto. Tickets are $5.00, are
available at all BASS outlets.
Ray Davies
The Kinks
and company. plus a special
guest, will be at the Henry J.
Kaiser Convention Center in
Oakland this Sun.. Feb. 24.
Tickets are $14.50 advance.
San Jose Symphony Metropolitan opera stars Jessye
Norman and William Lewis
perform with the San Jose Symphony Fri., Feb. 22 and Sat..
Feb.23 at 8:30 p.m. at the San
Jose Center for the Performing
Arts. The Symphony will perform Schubert’s Unfinished
Symphony 8 and Gustav Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde.
Tickets are $12.00-$20.00. For
information call the symphony
box office at 408)298-2300.
Mr.
James Brown
"Please, Please, Please" himself, the hardest working man
in show business, will be at the
Cocoanut Grove Ballroom in
Santa Cruz tonight Mary Wells

sical roots, wasn’t I just acting a
little too big for my britches? I
think so.
With all my training and work
I know that my life can never be
without music. It is as important to
me as sleeping, eating and
. . .other things.
This year something has happened to me. For the first time in
my life lam not involved in any organized
musical
endeavors.
Choosing instead to concentrate on
getting on with my education 1
dropped out of all performing
groups. It has been hard on me. I
miss the spotlight, the excitement
and the hard work that results in a
good performance. Sure I pick up
my flute now and then and pluck at
the piano for solace and company
and yes. I was there to belt the
Christmas carols, but it hasn’t
been the same.
Because I am no longer tied
rigidly to a style of music I have
is opening the show. There are
two shows, at 7:30 & 10:30 p.m.
21 and over please. Tickets are
available at all BASS outlets.
RecordWoody Simmons
ing artist Woody Simmons and
her band will perform Fri.,
Feb.22 at 8 p.m. in the SJSU
Music Concert Hall on Seventh
Street. Tickets are available for
$6.00 at all BASS outlets and the
SJSU Women’s Center.
McFerrin/Tandy
Bobby
Beal A Joint Concert starring
Bobby McFerrin and Tandy
Beale will be held Fri. and Sat..
Feb. 22 & 23, 8 p.m. at Cabrillo
Theatre in Aptos. Tickets are
$10.00 advance. $12.00 at the
door, and are available at all
BASS outlets. A champagne reception will be held immediately after Friday’s performance. The reception includes
a $25.00 donation, which also
gives the bearer a ticket for the
concert.
With
Joe Farrell Quartet
Kei Agaki, Bob Harrison, and
Tom Brechtlein, will perform
Fri. and Sat.. Feb. 22 & 23.
Shows are at 9:30, 11:00. and
12:30. Tickets are $8.50.

Clubs

The Laundry Works Tonight
Through Sat., Feb. 21 through 23,
The Heartbeats. Thursday night is
ladies night, ladies admitted free.
87 North San Pedro. San Jose. Admission $2.00.
Keystone Palo Alto
Tonight: The Medf lies & the Red Vest
Band. Tickets are $3-4.00. Fri.:
Laser Boy & Rival. Tickets: $3.924.92. Sat.: John Hiatt. Tickets:
$6.50-7.50. 260 California Ave., Palo
Alto.

gingerly tested the sounds of other
types of music that I had previously dismissed. Forced to cut the
umbilical chord and venture into
the unknown world has been enlightening.
Insted of being so mature and
serious with my approch to music I
have found out the fun in
rock’n’roll, the raucous joy in rythym and blues and the pop in pop.
This new music makes me feel
carefree sort of like a sixteenyear-old with nothing more to
think about than putting the top
down on my car and heading for
the beach.
This turnaround in music also
is probably directly related to the
fact that graduation is just around
the corner and with it comes real
jobs and real choices.
Time is running out for being a
kid and I want to hold on to it as
much as I can.
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ThE TUNE PUShER

Dewane Van Leuven

Reggae vibrations popularized
Reggae music is ot ten misunderstood in this country. Some people think it is related to Harry Belafonte’s "Day-0." Others say it is
the working of some strange religion, a music where Rastafarians
smoking cigar-sized joints sing incoherently about killing the white
man and wiping "Babylon" (the
U.S.) off the face of the earth.
Well, folks, believe it or not,
the soul of reggae is the beat.
The rhythm created by reggae
is directly opposite the standard
rock-and-roll beat. In rock-androll, the downbeat comes on the
first and third beats of the measure. In reggae, it comes on the
second and fourth beats. This creates the somewhat "inside-out" effect of the rhythm.
11 started in the Caribbean
area, namely Jamaica, around
1965. Reports differ as to how it
was created. One expert says that
Jamaicans trying to listen to
American R&B stations couldn’t
get the stations in very well due to
the distance between Jamaica and
the U.S., and the somewhat distorted. faded sound of the radio
stations created the idea of reg-

Coming to Jamaica at about
the same time was the Rastafarian
religion. This religion has former
Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie
as its deity. Extremely simplified,
the main theme of the Rastafarian
religion is that the black man
should return to Africa, where he
came from. Many followers of the
Rastafarian religion, such as Bob
Marley and Peter Tosh, used reggae music as the vehicle to convey
their message.
This is why now reggae and
Rastafarianism have become intertwined. Many reggae stars of
today, such as Eek-a-Mouse, are
not Rastafarians, but use reggae
as a musical structure to build
their own ideas and originality
upon.
A practice called "dubbing" is
popular in the dance halls and roller rinks of Jamiaca. The dub mixers take a prerecorded song and
change the ideas around with a
mixing board. Effects are put on
an instrument, such as Echoplex
effects on a guitar or bass beat.
Sometimes all instruments except
for the bass or drums will be left
out for several measures.

Reggae is not limited to Jamaica either. Many bands that
come from England play reggae
Steel Pulse and Lynton Kwesi
Johnson, Both from England. are
heavy reggae masters.
Recommended albums:1 Mosl
can be bought at Tower records in
San Jose
Roots
I. This is reggae music Vol.1
2. Intensified! Ska 1965 Vol.i
Straight reggae
Babylon 1,,
I. Bob Marley
bus) live-best live reggae album )
2. The Harder they fall
soundtrack album (also a gm)
movie)
any album
3. Peter Tosh
("Legalize it" is a good one)
Modern Reggae
I. Eek a Mouse Wa Do Den,
Assassinator
Check 1:
2. Mutabaruka
Outcry
3. Lynton Kwesi Johnson
Making history, LKJ in DUB
There are many more albums
worth buying, but space limits my
mentioning them. Put a log on the
fire, fire up that spliff, and haN,
yourself one hell of a night!
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Singers,
orchestra
perform
Handel
By Liz Lynott
Under the direction of conductor and harpsichordist Nicholas
McGegan, Philharmonia, The Baroque Orchestra of the West,
brought the 18th century work of
George Handel to life.
The
orchestra
performed
Handel’s "Acis and Galatea," a
masque or early opera in conjunction with the University of California Santa Cruz Chamber Singers.
The piece dates to 1717, and was
written while Handel was in resident service for the Duke of Chandos. The version was one of three
written by Handel and is the love
story of the sea -nymph Acis and
the shepherd Galatea.
The piece was performed to
perfection. The singers and musicians contributed notes, rythmn
and harmony to the baroque period piece, creating a performance
suitable for the Duke himself.
The combination of period
piece violins, oboes and bassoons
created a unique sound found in
few performances. The harpsichords, which were modern dual
manual replicas of 18th century
models, provided a constant and
lively beat throughout the performance.
The main characters of the
opera were Acis. Galatea and
Damon (another shepherd warning against the love affair). Singing from a stark and undecorated
stage the trio brought visions of a
regallym? costumed masque to
the listener’s imagination.

Philharmonia and the LC Santa Cruz Chamber singers collaborate to bring Handers "Acis and Galatea to &NU

tv uts

Left, Nicholas
McGegan,
harpsichordist
and conductor of
Philharmonia

The singers rounded out the
orchestra’s performance by collaborating rythmicallyn and harmoniously with each other and the
musicians.
Under McGegan’s spirited direction, the performers worked
collectively to create an impressive performance.

Eric Shorna

CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 86 Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
131
E. JACKSON ST.
294-3303

or 998-9427

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE ARTS DEPT.

Without altering the overall
sound, the performers were free to
improvise where they wished, retaining the freedom of expression
musicians find in baroque music,
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Sir Alec
Guinness
and James
Fox, having
missed the
early train
that will
bring the
travelers
up the
mountain,
discuss
alternative
routes.

Film investigates
East-West clash
Results of British imperialism explored in ’Passage’
By Christine Frankendal
Echoes, moonlight, water and
imperialism. The images are
many in David Lean’s most recent
creation, "A Passage to India," a
movie which remains controversial as much for what is said as for
what is unsaid.

It s a symbolic journey in
which a possible assault involving
a young English woman personifies the social and psychological
breakdown of British rule in India
and the conflict between East and
West.
The British director who has
received 28 Oscars for unforgetable classics like "The Bridge on
the River Kwai," "Lawrence of
Arabia" and "Dr. Zhivago,"
claims his adaption of E.M.
Forster’s 1924 novel deals with
man’s difficulty with living in the
universe. The characters are
tested throughout the film and
forced to examine their assumptions about themselves and the
world.
The movie has a good plot and
a cast of wonderful characters. It
is set in Bombay in 1928. Adela
Quested, who becomes caught between the exotic Indian lifestyle
and her own British background.
arrives from England with her

traveling companion Mrs. Moore
to visit Moore’s young son and Adela’s fiance, who is working as a
city magistrate.
What they encounter at first is
the lifestyle of the conservative
British upper-class who have isolated themselves totally from the
Indians. Inside their protective
shell. the Club where no Indians
are allowed, they keep up the traditions of their mother country.
Tea is served with cucumber sandwiches and the Queen is saluted.
On the surface there is no racial tension and it seems only natural that the Indians are treated as
second-class citizens in their own
country.
Yet, Quested wants to discover
the "real India." In order for her
to experience true India, the humane school master Mr. Fielding
arranges for her a meeting with
Dr. Aziz and the guru GixIbole.
Aziz invites the women to visit the
mysterious Marabar Caves. Aziz
is eager for the trip to be a success,
and the scene in which his friends
warn him about the tremendous
preparations he will have to make
is almost comical. It also shows
the difference between the cultures.
The excursion turns out to be a
disaster as the echoes and powers
of the caves make Quested hysterical and she ends up in court accusing Aziz of an attempted rape. The
case almost draws the British and
the Indians into a violent confrontation and eventually she
drops the charges.

The monsoon rain breaks out
as peace is restored, Aziz becomes
a hero and the British turn their
backs on Quested.
The Australian actress is not
convincing enough in her role as
the awakening Quested, while the
only two people who understood
the danger of the caves, the gentle
Godbole and amiable Mrs. Moore
are excellently played by Sir Alec
Guinness and Peggy Ashcroft.
Neither Forster nor Lean provide the answer to whether or not
Aziz is innocent. The audience is
left to make up their own minds as
they like it, just as they can interpret the images as they want.
After the occurrence Aziz has
regained his hatred towards the
British colonizers and he totally
gives up his Western way of life
and becomes a traditional Indian.
lie is bitter and leaves Bombay for
Kashmir.
Fielding meets him again and
in contrast to the book’s ending,
the two renew their friendship
Quested is also forgiven and she
stands alone at a rain-streaked
window with the letter Aziz has finally written her. Once again the
rain symbolizes the reunion between the British and Indians.
Even though the ending leaves
the audience hanging, the film
should be acknowledged for its
beautiful cinematography shot on
location in India and England. It is
the kind of movie people can have
a good discussion about afterwards and it deserves its 11
Oscar nominations.
***

Victor Banerjee helps Judy Davis onto one of
India’s more exotic means of transportation
in a scene from "A Passage to India." Notice
the parasol protecting the travelers.
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Happy Plays

Four teenagers (above) relive a 1956 version of falling in love in ’Mischief.’ Doug
McKeon ( right) plays Jonathan Bellah, recieving some long-awaited attention from
the girl next door, Marilyn McCauley
played by Kelly Preston.

’Mischief’ redoes
film theme: Boy
gets girl (in bed)
By Aaron Crowe
The theme from the movie
"Mischief" seems like it was taken
out of the television show "Happy
Days." Richie Cunningham tries
to get a girl, but is not cool enough.
Fonzie teaches Richie how to be
cool. While Fonzie is involved with
another girl, Richie finds out that
he doesn’t need to act cool to get
the girl he is in love with, hut just
needs to be himself.
The Richie Cunningham -like
character is Jonathan Bellah, as
played by Doug McKeon. who
quickly falls in love with Marilyn
McCauley (Kelly Preston), the
shapely girl next door who every
ho’ would like to borrow a lump of
sugar from.
The film takes place in Ohio in
1956, when America is starting to
lose its innocence, and so is Jonathan. The mischief in "Mischief"
happens when Jonathan tries to
funds way to meet Marilyn and figure out how to get her in bed. He
wants to do just what every 17year-old high school male wants to
do with the prettiest girl in school.
lithe plot doesn’t thrill you,
the music will. The movie starts
with "Blueberry Hill" by Fats
Domino. If you’ve seen "Happy
Days,"
you
about
know
"Blueberry Hill." Richie Cunningham sings it before every date he
goes on.
The music for a color movie
that was made in a black -andwhite time continues with Buddy
Holly, Chuck Berry and Elvis Presley singing the tunes your parents
probably danced to. If you don’t

want to spend money to see the
movie, at least spend it on the
soundtrack, if one is released.
Chris Nash plays the "Fonz"
of Nelsonville, Gene Harbrough.
Gene can tell by looking at Jonathan that he has problems getting
girls.
He tells the young guy to get
rid of his baggy pants and get
some jeans that will fit him well
enough so girls can get a good look
at the area of his body that really
counts.
Gene also likes a local girl, but
the only problem between him and
Bunny Miller (Catherine Mary
Stewart) is her fraternity, bully
boyfriend, Kenny Brubaker (OW.
Brown).
If Elvis ever made a video, it
would be like the end of the movie
when Gene and Bunny kiss and
make up. The scene shows the two
lovers, with "Don’t Be Cruel"
playing in the background. arguing with each other. The scene is so
sweet that it alone should be an
Elvis video.
"Mischief" is a movie that
should be seen for the fun of it. One
of the best scenes is when Jonathan bends down in class to pick up
his pencil and happens to look up
Marilyn’s skirt. What he sees excites him so much that he tells the
teacher he can’t stand up to answer her question. When he does
stand up, the look on his teacher’s
face is too funny.
Count your change and make
your choice to either buy an Elvis
album or see "Mischief." You
won’t lose either way, but Elvis
isn’t that funny to listen to. ***

Chris Nash plays Gene
Harbrough, the small
town, high school playboy
who counsels shy
Jonathan Bellah on the
art of winning women
with Fonz-like charisma
and charm.

-4
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Club has new, comic look
’Feathers’ changes to meet entertainment demands

-1

By Mariann Hansen
Rooster T. Feathers will make
you crow with laughter.
Feathers is not a new comedian but a new comedy club. Formerly the Country Store, the Sunbeen
has
nightclub
nyvale
remodeled, renamed and reopened
ModYvonne
and
by owners Tony
ica.
Tony Modica is pleased with
the changes he and his mother
have made. He said the main reason they went from live rock’n’roll
to comedy is because of the changing atmosphere in the South Bay.
"We had two choices," he
said. "Either sell out or put it on
the line and do it up right."
The Modicas spent $250,000 to
remodel, including raising the roof
for better acoustics. The club was
closed for two months, one week
and one day, he said.
"It’s hard to design the perfect
entertainment room," he said.
"You have to design it so it’s going
to last and so the repairs you make
are painting a wall and not removing a wall."
Some of the stained glass, antique lamps and artwork from the
Country Store are visible at
Rooster T. Feathers, only in a different setting.
"The change is awesome." he
said. "That’s the only word for it.
It’s a complete 110 percent change.
Everything, from the pipes under
ground to the roof, has been
changed."
In the windows at Rooster T.
Feathers stand carrousel figures,
including a sea serpent, W.C.
Fields, Merlin the Magician and
Rooster T. Feathers himself.
Modica explained how the club
got its name
He and his manager, Steve
Rogers, had picked up four carrousel figures in Monterey and were
returning home. The rooster came
uncovered in the back of the truck
and people were driving by laughing. Modica and Rogers were trying to think of a name for the

rooster and Rogers came up with
Rooster T. Feathers. The name
stuck and they decided to name the
club after him.
The main age group the club
attracts is the 28 to 35 year range,
Modica said. Most of them come
by after work during the week.
However, he said the comedy
presented is for all ages.
"Certain guys appeal to certain age groups. A woman in her
mid-60s came in last week." Modica said. "The drug jokes went
over her head, but she could relate
to jokes about family matters better. She got the general gist of the
cocaine jokes."
There is a lot of young comedic
talent in the area and Rooster T.
Feathers has already had some of
the big names in comedy, Modica
said. Since opening Dec. 27. the
club has featured headliners Doug
"Babyman"
Bruce
Ferrari,
Baum. Gary Mule Deer and Dana
Carvey.
"We’re changing with the
times," he said. "Night clubs are
hot and the new place in town is always hot for two or three years, if
you’re good, five years and if
you’ve got good management
you’re hot for 10 years. Beyond
that, you’re living on borrowed
time or you’re a genius at the
wheel."

"We changed because the
main venue of the rock’n’roll market just plain died. It’s a shame the
people in the area let it die. There
are talented bands out there."
Modica noted that they may
still try rock’n’roll occasionally on
Sunday nights. He is not planning a
large advertising campaign, hoping that word of mouth will generate enough crowds.
Modica’s goal for Rooster T.
Feathers is to "build it up, make it
very successful and sell it to Bill
G ra ham . "
Rooster T. Feathers is located
at 157 West El Camino Real in Sunnyvale and presents comedy Tuesday through Thursday evenings at
8:30 for $4. Friday and Saturday
night shows are at 8:30 and 10:30
for $6. Upcoming performers include Chicago Steve Barkley,
Dough Ferrari. Marty Cohen and
A. Whitney Brown.

Carvey leaves fans roaring

By Mariann Hansen
Comedian Dana Carvey is an
audio-visual performer. He combines voice inflection, facial expression, and impressions to make
the audience double-over in laughModica, 37, said there is a void ter
of people from his age group who
Carvey brought Jimmy Stewappreciate live rock music.
art, Bob Dylan and others with
"They all have children and him when he performed at Rooster
mortgages now," he said.
T. Feathers, a Sunnyvale comedy
Another problem the Modicas club, last week.
had with the Country Store’s live
He is a local comedian, from
rock shows, was promoting the
bands to today’s generation, which San Carlos who won the 1977 San
prefers dancing to records, he Francisco Comedy Competition.
He recently appeared on the telesaid.
vision show, "Blue Thunder." as
"Some places are meet marClinton Wonderlove.
kets and some aren’t and I spell
meet, m -e-e-t," he said. "You
Transcribing his jokes onto
can’t meet people with a loud band paper will not do him justice. He is
playing. These bands didn’t know energetic, original and improvisathe loud music was driving people tional.
away."
He looks much younger than 29
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Patrick Fredrickson
Warren Thomas delivering gags at Rooster I . eatners

and he knows it. Some of his
material deals with growing up
and being small for his age. He
emphasizes his small size and
youthfulness by drinking beer
through a straw during his act.

Rooster T. Feathers last week was
a young comedian, Chris Titus.
Warren Thomas also performed.
Both were entertaining and funny,
but Thomas’ jokes were more sexoriented than Titus’ and Carvey’s.

Carvey adds musical humor to
his show by playing the piano and
singing. He noted how today’s musicians can sing any string of
words together to make a song. He
said many of them even sound as if
they are making up the words as
they go along. He mimicked these
musicians convincingly while appearing to make up lyrics as he
sang.

The show began on a weird
note. Barry Rollins lip-synched to
recorded music. He was intially
amusing but only remained on
stage for 10 minutes. The show
ended before 11 p.m., just right for
the working people in Silicon Valley.

The crowd of about 150 was responsive to Carvey’s material and
at many points during the evening
was in uncontrollable laughter. He
is a comedian worth seeing.
The master of cermonies at

Rooster T. Feathers offers
good comedy and their future comedians look to be just as satisfying. There is a two-drink minimum
and you must be 21 years or older
to get into the club which is located
at 157 West El Camino Real in Sunnyvale.

Authors offer updated outlook
for becoming a happy person

6f-a
t

Jim Bricker

’Stop being the victim in your life story.
Give up your unhappiness and claim
control of your life.’
Dr. Harold Green vi aid and Elizabeth Rich
Authors of ’The Happy Person’

By Kathy Keesey
"The Happy Person" by Dr.
Harold Greenwald and Elizabeth Rich is just one more book
in the clutter of "self-help"
material available today.
"Stop being the victim in
your life story. Give up your unhappiness and claim control of
your life." Fine, its sounds good,
but not different Transcendental Meditation and Dyanetics
both claim to offer to "teach you
to take contol of your life" too.
Greenwald and Rich’s advice is
interesting but if you have read
any
other
psychological
material, then the book won’t
offer you much in the way of new
information.

The authors set out to offer a
seven step plan towards becoming "a happy person." They feel
that a lot of unhappiness is due to
decisions made in childhood.
The decisions led to forms of behavior which were rewarding as
a child but are a cause of unhappiness in adulthood. The thing to
do, they say, is to find what these
harmful decisions are make alternative decisions which will
therefore change your behavior.
This sort of "go back and
look at your childhood" technique is nothing new. Psychologists have been preaching that
exact thing since the time of
Freud The only new aspect in
the book is that Greenwald and

Rich say that in order to change
your behavior you don’t have to
go back to your childhood. You
can tackle your behavior simply
by deciding how you want to act
now, they say. This is new because most people tend to say either go back and examine your
past or look only at today. It is
unusal to find theorists who believe in both methods.
Reading the book isn’t a
total waste of time. For those
who haven’t been exposed to this
type of "take control" thinking,
the book has a lot to offer.
It is a good book for brushing
up on old skills.
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Suzy sinks to new lows
’Guilt by Association good for bonfire material
By Dan Fitch
How would you like to pull
up to your desk at six in the
morning to find a copy of "Suzy
Saxon and the Angles" staring
at you with an accompanying
note reading "review this or
flunk" attached.
Well, maybe it wasn’t six,
maybe it was more like two in
the afternoon. Maybe the note
said "please, please help us out
and give this a listen." And who
knows, maybe Suzy and her Anglos are a great bar band from
the East Coast just waiting to
explode on the scene out here in
San Joe.

viNyl
Their record explodes quite
well. actually.
The record explodes in
spectacular fashion if you zing
it as high in the air as your arm

muscles allow, and then let it
hit the pavement.
Suzy and the Angles record
is named "Guilt by Association," by tne way, and if you
don’t blow it up after hearing
four songs your friends will
dump you for associating with
it.
The song leading off the
second side of the record ( ok. so
I listened that far) is titled
"Boys in Dresses," and the chorus goes:
He had a girl that was all right
She said she loved him with all
of her might
Coming from a girl it sounds so
trite
After hearing those lines, you
smart shoppers may be interested to know that if you place
the record in the oven at 500 degrees. for, say. 20 minutes, the
edges of the record will bend in
provocative ashtray

Another set in lines, this
time from the classic "Get out
of my Stomach," go like this:
Get out of my mind
Get out of my stomach
Get out of my life
You’re not my kind
After hearing that you’ll probably decide tc get this record out
of your life before your lunch
leaves your stomach.
Suzy sings, or attempts to
sing, most of the songs on the
album, which is unfortunate because she has a voice resembling an overheating radiator.
She is backed up by a band
so bland they could play in a funeral without anyone noticing.
As noted earlier, the projectile method of disposal is effective if you have been unfortunate enough to wind up with a
copy of a "Suzy and the Angles" record.

Henley building friendly beasts
after career with Eagles ends
By J. M. Andermatt
Don Henley, one of the original
Eagles who co-wrote such musical
staples as "Take it to the Limit,"
"One of These Nights," and "Lyin’
Eyes." has released an impressive
second album.
"Building the Perfect Beast."
is an inviting and warm solo album
in the genre of Henley’s Eagles’
days. The songs are pleasant and
Henley’s vocal renditions reflect
the topic of each song with quiet
confidence

viNyl
"The Boys of Summer,’’ the
lirst cut on the album, was the first
single to be released. It is an upbeat, sing-it -while-you’re-driving
kind of song. The story line-boy
meets girl, girl leaves boy, boy
vows to get girl back-is a familiar
theme of adolescent love.
Empty lake, empty streets
The sun goes down alone
I’m drivin’ by your house
Though know you’re not home...
Henley takes the story line to
new heights, crafts his words with
perfect timing and skill and the result is a finely honed, slick tune.
Band member Mike Campbell’s
percussion and Larry Klein’s bass
guitar give this song a subtle and
continuous beat that keeps one
humming well after the song is
over.
"You’re
Drinking
Not
Enough," one of two songs not
written, at least in part by Henley.
IS one of the best songs on the LP.
(It is written by co-producer
Danny Kortchmar. I Henley’s vo-

things he’ll do to accomplish his
mission, i.e. get the girl. The song
doesn’t reveal if he ever does or
not, but it’s fun listening to Henley
sing about trying to.
"All She Wants to do is
Dance," is another light tune for
pure entertainment. No special
meaning here, but it’s alright, because Henley enjoys himself and
that feeling is related to the listener.
"Building the Perfect Beast."
the title cut off the album gets help
from Patty Smyth again, Martha
Davis of the Motels, and a few othcats fit the tone of the song per- ers. Henley satirizes the progress
fectly. A friend is counseling an- of modern man and concludes that
other friend that has been spurned the enemy is us.
by his lover. Henley’s exasperatAlthough the idea isn’t origiing feeling is conveyed in his offernal, the way he puts it certainly is.
ing advice to his lovest ruck buddy:
The perfect beast, which is man
with all his limitations, is yet to be
She passed on your passion
born. The song has a serious
and stepped on your pride
scheme, but Henley treats the song
Turns out you ain’t quite so tough
like Steven Spielberg treats a
’Cause you still wanna hold her
You must not be drinking enough... movie scene -dramatic, but all in
fun.
The second single from the
"You Can’t Make Love." "Not
album is "Sunset Grill." In the
the World," and
song, Henley questions the harsh Enough Love in
your Eyes Closed,"
realities of life hut ends up with a "Drivin’ with
nicely with occaresigned acceptance of them. The fill in the album
profound thoughts on
song binds nuances of the 60’s life- sional
relationships.
style that, Henley reminds us. are human
"Land of the Living." the last
still valid in the 80’s. Patty Smyth,
on the album, reflects upon
sultry lead singer of the band song
hectic way of life most people
the
that
vocals
back-up
lends
Scandal,
add to the rich instrumental tex- lead.
and we worry
ture of the song. (The horns in par- We work
This old world’s in such a hurry
ticular are outstanding.)
So many things we just don’t see
Some people always cryin’
You see a lot more meanness in the
Some people just stop tryin’...
city
Don Henley ought to be
It’s the kind that eats you up inside
pleased with his first solo effort.
Hard to come away with anything
The album is void of irritating selfthat feels like dignity...
indulgent preaching. It is, rather,
one
is
a collection of exposes on life.
"Man With a Mission."
LP.
the
on
Hopefully, it is only a peek at what
of two dancahle songs
the crazy
is to come from this ex -Eagle.
Henley sings about

Benson’s ’20/20’
bends style to pop
By Kevin Mendoza
George Benson’s latest release, "20/20," will be the source
of several Grammy nominations
next year. There’s a good chance
that Benson will vie for Grammies
in categories such as best album
and best male pop vocalist.
However, it’s not to say
"20/20" is a record that will stand
the music -listening world on its
ear. The album is a collection of
homogenized pop tunes that neither excite or irritate. It’s an
album of slick, conservative pop
songs that Grammy judges love.
In fact, any of the songs could eas- Thankfully, Benson does not have
ily fit on records by James InCross’s annoying falsetto whine.
gram, Al Jarreau and Christopher
Possessing
extraordinary
former Grammy
Cross
all
vocal and instrumental abilities,
award winners.
Benson was once known as a Benson could easily be nominated
great jazz guitarist. If his lighten- for the position of god. But Benson
ing-quick guitar riffs failed to falls short of eternal monotheistic
make an impression, Benson’s fame by virtue of his inability to
scat -singing would completely dis- write. All ten songs on the album
arm you. What made his scat -sing- were written by other composers.
ing so remarkable was his ability
Benson does a remake of the
to sing and play the same note Ion 1940s classic "Beyond the Sea (La
guitar) in amazingly perfect uni- Merl" for the album. On this parson.
ticular rendition, Benson sings
On "20/20," Benson devotes with an extra amount of intensity.
the bulk of his energies to his sing- As a bonus, Benson delivers a
ing. There’s a token instrumental, whole 15 seconds of his trademark
"Stand Up," but it is nothing that scat -singing.
will make jazz purists rejoice. It’s
Like similar slick, pop recorda piece that belongs on any one of
keyboardist Jeff Lorber’s pseudo- ings of recent years. the album’s
funk albums. Same sound. Same credits serve as a veritable list of
"Who’s who of studio musicians."
beat. Zzzzzzzzzz.
Once the disappointment over The talent includes vocalist Patti
the lack of Benson’s guitar-playing Austin, bassists Anthony Jackson
is dealt with, the album can be and Marcus Miller, guitarist Mitruly examined. If Benson had not chael Sembello. drummer John
made it as a guitarist, it would Robinson and percussionists Pauhave only been a matter of time linho da Costa and Ralph MacDonbefore he achieved success as a ald.
As far as slick, pop recordings
singer. Of the aforementioned artgo, "20/20" is virtually flawless.
ists, Ingram, Jarreau and Cross,
Benson’s vocal range comes clos- Benson played it safe this time
around and released an album
est to Ingram’s singing spectrum.
At times, Benson can sound like similar to those by other pop stars
Jarreau, but it’s clear that Jar- But if Benson wants to stand apart
reau is a true vocal virtuosuo. Lis- from the current genre of pop muteners can detect Benson straining sicians, he’ll have to change directo hit the right pitch on occasion. tions
***
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Authentic German
Cuisine
Dancing to live
European Music
Saturday Nights
Bring All Your
Friends!!
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Broadway offers
leisurely cuisine
By Beth Ranney
Black, white and clean
that is the Broadway restaurant’s theme. The building on
the corner of Race Street and
the Alameda looks a little
campy it used to house an establishment called BoBo’s I. In
fact the exterior looks like a
Howard Johnson’s on the New
Jersey turnpike.
But remember outside accoutrements do not make restaurants - food, service and
price do. On these criterion the
Broadway scores well.
The basis of the menu is 20
gourmet hamburgers and nine
sandwich concoctions appropriately named after Hollywood shows.
I had the "Amadeus"
which consisted of a hamburger smothered with monterey jack cheese and sauteed
mushrooms served open face
on a whole wheat bun. Also included were these great slender french fries and a salad.
Had I cared to substitute the
salad for a soup, baked beans
or homemade chili I could have
done so.
This culinary ensemble
was priced at $5.50. which happened to be one of the more expensive burgers. Most fall
within 4105 dollars.
The restaurant is a bit of a
jog from the campus, but worth
the trip. In order to entice those
of us living on shoestrings over
to the Broadway the management is offering a 25 percent
discount on total bills from now
through the end of March. Just
show a campus I.D card. The

restaurant accomadates all
three meals with breakfast
served all day and main dinner
dish items such as prawns and
steaks. Cocktails are available
The service was fast and
very good, my coffee cup was
constantly full as was my stomach when I left. The portions
were large.
Since the restaurant is not
part of a large chain or food
conglomerate, like so many
these days, they can offer individualized, tailored service for
special parties or dinners
They also offer a catering service.
The clientele that was
there at noon on an average
Wednesday looked as though
they were having leisurely, relaxed lunches in the sunny
room. A table of women was
discussing the inevitable problems with "men" and the table
of men was discussing the
equally inevitable problems
with machinery breakdowns at
their factory.
In keeping with the Broadway theme this restaurant is
dedicated to helping the arts in
San Jose. They distribute flyers and also have dinner and
theatre show packages.
The restaurant is sunny
and comfortable. Consider it as
an option to daily campus
faire.
The Broadway is open 7
a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon. through
Thurs.:. Fri. 7 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.to 3:30 p.m..
and Sun 8 a.m. to II p.m. Sun
day brunch is served 11 a. m
.
3 p.m.

All within 5 minutes of campus

SERVICE HOME

ART CLEANERS
Quality Drycleaning & LauntIrt
400k Santa Clara St

OFFICE
chi. St

293-4900

Headache and Rack Pain Relief

Dr. Thomas A. Austin
L. Austin
Dr. Richard
her....

IPICIOL 16V

794 21144

Nutrition Center

Preo option, I wallet.
Hallmark Cards
294-9131
.m4
lattta Oats so.
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Sal. Clima St
CAUSTIC

293 844.

RK MIDAIR
URNS HAIR PIECES
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SKIES & SERVICE
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10% DISCOUNT

41.

ENTERTAINER
Presents

Ladies Night
Every Wednesday

1002.cLkatadiiless
q.
Los Gatos
Old Town
(408) 354-HOPP
MonHappy Hour All Nile
TuesCollege Nite
(both nites drinks 1.25)
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NEVER HOME?
DON’T HAVE YOUR
OWN TELEPHONE LINE?
ANSWER YOUR CALLS!!

For less than the cost of a phone line, VoiceNet will provide you with
your own private number Now you can receive your personal calls
24 hours a day Ideal for busy student schedules, your VoiceNet
service will answer your calls when you’re in class, away for the
weekend, even during school breaks!

27

Calls to your number are instantly answered with your greeting in
your own voice
callers don’t wait for 34 rings

NATURAL FOODS
964 I
SA

Licursi’s Barber
& Styling Shop
279-9999
-WHAMMY

Tenth St. Pharmacy

.3

1E01501010
MERFAILIST

Austin Chiropractic
1201 Santa Clata St

277-3171

COMPARE AGAINST A TOP -OF -THE -LINE ANSWERING MACHINE:

URGE IBMs

Zi5-477 7

For A Good Ad Call

No equipment to buy
you don’t need a clumsy, expensive
answering machine or worry about repairs or servicing.

The Merchants of East Santa Clara Street

MINEVIRG MASTER KEY KEY
SALE COMB CHANGES LOCKS
DEAD BOLT KMIRIC11140111IGN AUTO

was excellent. The fish was grilled
to perfection and was served with
lemon slices to enhance its flavor.
Teriyaki calamari (87.951 was
broiled and served on two skewers
resting on a bed of rice. Though it
was not an extremely generous
proportion, it was sufficient for an
average appetite.
An unusual seating arrangeThe dinners come with a
ment complemented by large windows offers a soothing feeling of choice of tossed green salad or cole
openness for patrons, definitely slaw and baked or scalloped potanot meant for quiet, romantic en- tos, or rice.
The salads, consisting of letcounters.
Large fishing nets and tackle tuce and a few vegetables, were
adorn the walls, and pictures of fresh, and the bleu cheese and
dressings very
fishing expeditions hang near the thousand island
good.
tables, lending authenticity to the
The service was good as the
menu.
The restaurant does offer a waiter was very pleasant and constandard dinner fare, but their cerned that everything was all
best features are the "catch of the right.
All in all, The Pacific Fish
day" listed on large blackboards
Company is a nice dining experisuspended from the ceiling in seve- ence that may be squeezed into a
ral places around the room.
student budget without too much
The salmon dinner 412.951 trouble.
*
By Phil Loomis
A pleasant, relaxed atmosphere and courteous employees
combine with a diverse menu of
seafood dishes to make The Pacific Fish Company a good alternative for students wishing to escape
the fast-food scene.

LET VOICENET

East
Santa Clara Street
Revitalization
Association

Keystone Locksmith

Pacific Fish fits budget

with Student Body Card during February

’a We even eliminate busy signals! If four people call you at the same
time, we will take all four messages simultaneously
.272 You can retrieve your messages from any telephone in the world.
You may discard a message or keep it as long as you wish Our
system even provides you skip forward and skip back

CALL 977-4200 TODAY
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